
PROFESSIONAL LIMITED SERVICE CONTRACT ON-CALL ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR 

STAFFORD COUNTY ROADWAY OR OTHER LINEAR IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS WITH 

STATE OR FEDERAL FUNDS  

PRE-PROPOSAL MEETING  

JUNE 18, 2015 – 3:00 P.M. 

1. Are there DBE requirement for the RFP.  

 

The DBE requirement will be given when the project is assigned. 

 

2. How Many firms will be short listed?  How many firms will be selected to perform On-Call 

services? 

 

The County has not made a determination on the number of firms it will short list nor have we 

made a determination on how many firms we will select for the On-Call Engineers.  

 

3. How do you select the firm for contract? 

 

The County will pick the most qualified firm to start negotiations with for the project. 

4. What size task will be given? 

 

The task can be as small $50,000 or as large as $500,000 as specified in the RFP. 

 

5. Will aerial imagery be required? 

 

Yes, it may be required depending on the project that is given. 

 

6. Can sub consultants change after the proposal submittals? 

 

Yes, with the consent of the County. 

 

7. Can a sub consultant be on two or more different engineering proposals? 

 

Yes. 

 

8. What projects are in the pipeline? 

 

Please check the County CIP transportation project list for a list of projects that may be assigned 

base on this RFP. 



9. Reference listing, the County document is asking for references and the federal document is 

asking for FHWA and federal work references. 

 

The County wants reference from your work, if your firm has done federal work list it as well. 

 

10. Section IV, (pages 17-25) of the RFP contains instructions for a SF 330 proposal.  Section VI 

(pages 26-29) contains instructions for additional sections that cover much of the same material 

as the SF330.  For example, both require resumes.  If information requested in Section VI was 

covered in the SF330 portion of the proposal, do you want duplicate information or can the 

proposal reference back to the information in the SF 330?   

Please reference back to the information contained in the SF 330 

11. If Items 1-7 of Section VI, Evaluation Criteria, are to be provided as separate and additional 

sections, Item 3 asks for a description of a recommended approach, but Section IV, Item P says a 

project approach discussion is neither required nor desired for this project.  Which is correct?   

The County wants a project approach done.  Please dismiss any reference to “project approach 

discussion is neither required nor desired for this project”  See Addendum #1 

12. In Items 3 and 5 of Section VI, Evaluation Criteria, paragraphs 2 and 3 asked for information 

that cannot be provided without a specific and defined task.  What is desired, whether as a 

separate section or as a way to meet evaluation criteria? 

 

For a generic project, how would you go about determining the questions asked in 3 & 5 i.e. 

project hour requirements, probable project problems…  What are the processes your firm must 

provide to determine the information.  

 


